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Agenda

• Overview of the Issue

– Why are we focusing on re-excision?

– Current evidence-based practices compiled in the 
ASBrS CALLER Toolbox

– Draft reports for feedback

• Individualized action plans

• Discuss next steps



For invasive breast cancer, my current 
practice is to re-excise for margins of:

A. < 1 cm

B. < 0.5 cm or 5 mm

C. < 0.2 cm or 2 mm

D. < 0.1 cm or 1 mm

E. No tumor on ink



For DCIS, my current practice is to re-
excise for margins of:

A. < 1 cm

B. < 0.5 cm or 5 mm

C. < 0.2 cm or 2 mm

D. < 0.1 cm or 1 mm

E. No tumor on ink



WHY FOCUS ON RE-EXCISION?





ASBS Mastery of Surgery

Description
(n = 252 surgeons, 

>10 BCS procedures)
Overall Re-excision Rate after Initial BCS

Pre-guideline
(1/1/2013 – 1/1/2014)

17.7%
(2457 / 13870)

Post-guideline
(6/1/2014 – 6/1/2015)

13.7% 
(1836 / 13370)



Wisconsin Annual Rates

Wisconsin Data
(from WHA, 6 month 

intervals)

Patient-level
re-excision rates

Q2: 2013 19.4%

Q1: 2014 18.5%

Q2: 2014 18.7%

Q1: 2015 18.3%



Wisconsin Variation
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WHAT IS THE CURRENT EVIDENCE?

CALLER TOOLBOX FROM ASBS



Selective adoption of the processes of care endorsed by the ASBrS in their “toolbox”



Toolbox of Best Practices



The ASBrS tools have different 
levels of evidence and consensus

All were endorsed for 
consideration by the American 

Society of Breast Surgeons in 2015    







Each was endorsed based on review of literature, expert opinion, 
and consensus

• Consensus means majority of panelists

• Thus, not every panelist agreed with every tool

• References to support tools are in the publication

• The following updates to the CALLER toolbox are based on a 
literature review subsequent to the Consensus Conference



SSO ASTRO Margin Guideline

In patients with invasive cancer, there is no benefit 
to re-excise to wider margins than those that are ink free



Have rates improved after publication 
of the SSO ASTRO Margin Guideline?



1. Schulman AM, Mirrielees JA, Leverson G, Landercasper J, Greenberg C, Wilke LG.Reexcision Surgery for Breast Cancer: An Analysis of the American Society of Breast 
Surgeons (ASBrS) Mastery<sup>SM</sup> Database Following the SSO-ASTRO "No Ink on Tumor" Guidelines.Ann Surg Oncol. 2017 Jan;24(1):52-58. doi: 10.1245/s10434-016-5516-5.
2. Morrow M, Abrahamse P, Hofer TP, Ward KC, Hamilton AS, Kurian AW, Katz SJ, Jagsi R. Trends in Reoperation After Initial Lumpectomy for Breast Cancer: Addressing 
Overtreatment in Surgical Management.  JAMA Oncol. 2017 Oct 1;3(10):1352-1357 .
3. 3. Bhutiani N, Mercer MK, Bachmann KC, Heidrich SR, Martin RC 2nd, Scoggins CR, McMasters KM, Ajkay N. Evaluating the Effect of Margin Consensus Guideline Publication 
on Operative Patterns and Financial Impact of Breast Cancer Surgery.  J Am Coll Surg. 2018 Feb 8. pii: S1072-7515(18)30104-2. doi: 10.1016/j.jamcollsurg.2018.01.050. [Epub ahead of print ]
4. Chung A, Gangi A, Amersi F, Bose S, Zhang X, Giuliano A. Impact of Consensus Guidelines by the Society of Surgical Oncology and the American Society for Radiation 
Oncology on Margins for Breast-Conserving Surgery in Stages 1 and 2 Invasive Breast Cancer.  Ann Surg Oncol. 2015 Dec;22 Suppl 3:S422-7. doi: 10.1245/s10434-015-4829-0. Epub 2015 Aug 
27. PMID: 26310280 
5. Rosenberger  LH, Mamtani A, Fuzesi S,  et al.  Early Adoption of the SSO-ASTRO consensus guidelines on margins for breast-conserving surgery with whole-breast 
irradiation in stage I and II invasive breast cancer: initial experience from Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center.  Ann Surg Oncol. 2016;23(10):3239-3246 
6. Patten CR, Walsh K, Sarantou T, Hadzikadic-Gusic L, Forster MR, Robinson M, White RL Jr.  Changes in margin re-excision rates: Experience incorporating the "no ink on 
tumor" guideline into practice.  J Surg Oncol. 2017 Dec;116(8):1040-1045. doi: 10.1002/jso.24770. Epub 2017 Jul 27; 

Update---compliance with the SSO ASTRO Margin Guideline for invasive cancer 



SSO ASTRO Guideline ought to be a more powerful tool than 
what we see so far to lower reoperations

• Based on ASBrS “reasons for re-excision”---40% decrease

• But we have not observed this in publications --yet

• Why? 



Why?

• Delay in uptake 
• The G is “complicated”

• Example of how we can help each other with surgeon-surgeon (SCW) interactions

• Did you know that , margin widths wider than "no ink on tumor" are not indicated for patients with 
•
• -unfavorable biology (triple negative, HER 2 +, high grade)
• -with combined invasive cancer and DCIS (even though the new pure DCIS G is to re-excise for a margin < 

2mm)   
• -young age
• -invasive lobular histology
• -extensive intra-ductal carcinoma (EIC) status
• -lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) at inked edge
• -patient not receiving recommended adjuvant systemic treatment



Cavity shave update
Cavity shave margins reduce the positive margin and re 
excision rate.
Selective or routine use should be considered. 
Level 1 trial evidence x 2

Refs
Chagpar AB, Killelea BK, Tsangaris TN, Butler M, Stavris K, Li F, et al. A Randomized, Controlled Trial of Cavity Shave Margins in Breast Cancer. 
N Engl J Med. 2015;373(6):503-10.

Corsi F, Sorrentino L, Bonzini M, Bossi D, Truffi M, Amadori R, et al. Cavity Shaving Reduces Involved Margins and Reinterventions Without 
Increasing Costs in Breast-Conserving Surgery: A Propensity Score-Matched Study. Ann Surg Oncol. 2017;24(6):1516-24.

Chagpar AB, Horowitz NR, Killelea BK, Tsangaris T, Longley P, Grizzle S, et al. Economic Impact of Routine Cavity Margins Versus Standard 
Partial Mastectomy in Breast Cancer Patients: Results of a Randomized Controlled Trial. Ann Surg. 2017;265(1):39-44.

Jones V, Linebarger J, et al. Excising Additional Margins at Initial Breast-Conserving Surgery (BCS) Reduces the Need for Re-excision in a 
Predominantly African American Population: A Report of a Randomized Prospective Study in a Public Hospital. Ann Surg Oncol. 2016 
Feb;23(2):456-64. doi: 10.1245/s10434-015-4789-4. Epub 2015 Aug 8.





Onco-plastic lumpectomy and larger 
volume excision updates

• In mostly unadjusted non-randomized reviews of 
those patients undergoing OPL compared to those 
that did not, those with OPL had lower rates of 
reoperation

• OPL procedures can also improve cosmetic outcomes



Intra-operative frozen section or 
imprint cytology update

• Reoperation rates after initial lumpectomy for cancer 
are significantly lower in those facilities utilizing 
routine intra-operative frozen section or imprint 
cytology for margin assessment compared to national 
average rates of reoperation. 

• The reproducibility of the accuracy of frozen section 
techniques outside of centers that have already 
verified excellent results is unknown. 

• For institutions wanting to adopt these techniques, 
we recommend they audit their results. 



Lesion localization update

• For non-palpable (or challenging to palpate) breast 
lesions, the use of radioactive seeds, intraoperative US, 
wire localization, electro-magnetic or other methods to 
target the lesion for excision is recommended

• There is no clear “best” method for the outcome of 
positive margin rates

• The non-wire localizations are becoming popular 
because they facilitate physician schedules

• Modality should be driven by surgeon comfort and 
audit performed if modality is changed.



Complete diagnostic Mammography  and US updates

MRI on recent analysis is similar to prior MRI publications;
MRI is not associated with decreased reoperations.

Houssami N, Turner RM, Morrow M. Meta-analysis of pre-operative
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and surgical treatment for breast cancer.
Breast Cancer Res Treat. 2017 Sep;165(2):273-283. 



Minimally invasive biopsy for diagnosis
No updates

The Tool----Lower reoperation rates occur in patients with a breast 
cancer diagnosis before the patient goes to the OR. 

In your breast center/community, the diagnosis of breast cancer 
should almost always be made by minimally invasive techniques. 
Below is a benchmark.

A decade ago, nearly all [350 (97%) of 360] consecutive cancers were 
diagnosed by needle biopsy



Specimen imaging and review

At MD Anderson, “potential” decrease in reoperations from 21% to 7% with 
specimen imaging of serial sections compared to whole specimen imaging 

Used to do more than confirm removal of the target.  
Use imaging to examine margin status
This allows additional resection in the OR.
Minimum 2 view- orthogonal. 



Multidisciplinary Discussions

It is self-evident that there are many advantages to 
multidisciplinary care in all patients with cancer.  

- Radiology, Pathology, Surgery, and Radiation and 
Medical Oncology

However, in an updated review of the literature, no studies 
with a high level of evidence were identified to confirm 
the importance of pre-operative multidisciplinary planning 
to improve the specific outcome of reoperation rates after 
lumpectomy  



What is the benchmark (target goal) endorsed by 
American [ASBrS] and European [EUSOMA] surgeons?

10% is the target goal



N.B. 

The Target goal is not zero.

Reoperations in patients with positive lumpectomy 
margins is “good” care

Reoperations in appropriate patients reflects high quality 
care, because to do so, decreases

the risk of subsequent in-breast-tumor-recurrence



DRAFT REPORTS AND ACTION 
PLANS













NEXT STEPS



Next Steps

• Feedback on draft reports will lead to updates

• Performance reports distributed

• Work within your small groups of 5-6 over the 
next few months

• Volunteers to share successes and challenges 
in November at the next meeting
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